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.BIOGRAPHY
Spending more than half her lifetime behind the DJ decks and the other half playing the violin, DJ Lexey's love for
music can offer a unique spin to any event!
Combining her classically tuned ear with modern day DJ-ing, Lexey plays as an open format DJ across different
genres like Pop, Latin, Hip Hop, Reggae, House, 80's, Funk & Soul and Rock and everything in between.
Getting her start as a DJ in New York City in the early 2000's, Lexey was inspired by the ever changing and diverse
music and dance scene across the city. Digging through crates and growing her library and party rocking
experience, she was invited to play across events in Europe, Asia, South America, and Caribbean. DJ Lexey
continued to grow her knowledge of music with the world's biggest brands, companies, and celebrities.
Knowing what music fits what moment and time is a unique skill that helped DJ Lexey launch the music
programming brand Just Add Music LLC. Helping restaurants, venues, and brands curate their soundtrack, DJ
Lexey guides her clients with music selection in line with the brand and company goals.
Continuing to evolve, DJ Lexey leaned on her violin skills, and now creates creative electric violin improvisation
and covers to her own sets adding an element of surprise for party goers with her LED lit violin! Based between
New York and Florida, DJ Lexey continues to rock parties in the US, internationally and on the radio.

“Music has this amazing ability to bring all kinds of different
people together and create lasting memories that reach far
beyond that time and place.
What an extraordinary gift it is to be able to cater the
soundtrack to people’s memories!”

.CLIENTS

.CONTACT
BOOKING & EMAIL:
DJLEXEY@GMAIL.COM
MUSIC:
MIXCLOUD.COM/DJLEXEY
PHONE:
212.464.8371
SOCIAL:
@DJLEXEY
MORE INFO:
DJLEXEY.COM

